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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Angel Galleguillos Mesías has contributed to the dictionary with 3 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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avío
In Chile it is called the contract law miner (A typical contract mining ) whereby a part "Aviator " It undertakes to give or do
something for the mine owner of a mining membership, in Exchange for paid with proceeds of the mine or a share of
this.  It is an onerous contract ( because both parties seek to gain ) random because the gain of the flier is uncertain and
depends on product enough to pay for mine and therefore, has a choice of payment, and it is nominated, because this is
defined and regulated in the Chilean mining code.

que significa rielera
End of the 17TH century and beginning of the 19th century, "Rielera " I was called to the women that made his life near
the train tracks, or in times of war were transporting food and other goods using the 40 railway lines; a truck
superimposed on the lines of the train ).   Thus, the arrival of the do Rielera do was held, since she brought you stay and
enseres.?? In Mexico, he grew accustomed to mention them in the calendar, which at that time ( how it was before in
Europe, 41, was the form of transferring 40 news; attended the high level of illiteracy ) and also was them cited in some
other calendar as that " dear " that is leaving and making his life on the banks of the railway.


